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The Current Energy FrontierThe Current Energy Frontier

With the LHC era on the horizon,
the Fermilab Tevatron remains

-- for the time being --
the highest energy accelerator in the world.

Run II has thus far been a great success and
the vibrant Tevatron physics program continues.

Prominent pursuits remain, including:
Deepening our understanding of the top quark, and

furthering our pursuit of the Higgs boson.
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Why StudyWhy Study WW++bb--jet Production?jet Production?

•• First, a definition:First, a definition:
–– W+bW+b--jetsjets refers to QCD production ofrefers to QCD production of bb--jets in events with ajets in events with a WW bosonboson

Examples of W+b-jets production at tree level

O s
3)O s

2)

•• Why isWhy is W+bW+b--jets interesting?jets interesting?
–– Consider some primary Run II targetsConsider some primary Run II targets……

Made withMade with MadGraphMadGraph
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Signatures withSignatures with WW’’s ands and bb’’ss

•• Rich top physics program at the TevatronRich top physics program at the Tevatron
–– BR (BR (tt WbWb)) ~~ 100%100%
–– top pair productiontop pair production

nn p pp p t tt t WW++ b Wb W-- bb
nn Production cross section =Production cross section = ~7~7 pbpb

•• Current hot topic:Current hot topic: single top productionsingle top production
–– p pp p W*W* t bt b WW++ b bb b:  ~0.3 pb:  ~0.3 pb
–– p pp p t b qt b q WW++ b b qb b q :       ~0.6 pb:       ~0.6 pb
–– Insight onInsight on |V|Vtbtb||

•• The Search for the HiggsThe Search for the Higgs
–– Promising Tevatron production mode:Promising Tevatron production mode:

p pp p W*W* WW±± HH :      ~0.1:      ~0.1--0.2 pb0.2 pb
–– Higgs decays toHiggs decays to bb quarks if its mass is low:quarks if its mass is low:

BR(BR(HH b bb b)) = ~= ~70% for M70% for MHH = 120 GeV/c= 120 GeV/c22

top pair production

s-channel single top

WH production
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Importance ofImportance of WW++bb--jet Productionjet Production

gg H

W+b-jets

•• Common trait of thoseCommon trait of those
prominent signatures:prominent signatures:
–– WW’’s ands and bb’’ss

•• W+bW+b--jet production casts a longjet production casts a long
shadow:shadow:
–– Largest background sourceLargest background source
–– Rate forRate for W+bW+b--jets exceeds thesejets exceeds these

others significantlyothers significantly
–– Theory prediction:   10Theory prediction:   10 -- 15 pb15 pb

•• Good understanding of theGood understanding of the
W+bW+b--jets process is essential forjets process is essential for
successsuccess
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WW++bb--jets: Theoryjets: Theory

•• Several theory groups have tackled theSeveral theory groups have tackled the W+bW+b--jets calculation:jets calculation:
•• Campbell, Ellis, Maltoni, Willenbrock at LO & NLOCampbell, Ellis, Maltoni, Willenbrock at LO & NLO using MCFMusing MCFM (hep(hep--ph/0611348)ph/0611348)

–– Several processes make upSeveral processes make up W+bW+b--jetsjets
–– Categorized according to outgoing partonsCategorized according to outgoing partons
–– Wbb and Wbq categories ~80% of total NLOWbb and Wbq categories ~80% of total NLO

•• Mangano, et al., at tree levelMangano, et al., at tree level –– original motivation for ALPGENoriginal motivation for ALPGEN (hep(hep--ph/0108069)ph/0108069)

–– Qualitative agreement w/ LO MCFM resultsQualitative agreement w/ LO MCFM results
–– Wide use of ALPGEN at CDF forWide use of ALPGEN at CDF for WW+jets shapes (+jets shapes (W+bW+b--jets,jets, W+cW+c--jets,jets, WW+LF+LF--jets)jets)

LO Wbq

LO Wbb

LO NLO
Wbb 4.96 6.28
Wbq 2.12 5.08

Inclusive Cross Section (pb)

pT>15 GeV/c2, | | < 2.0
for all outgoing b, q
in this calculation
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Example:Example: WW++bb--jets Prediction injets Prediction in WHWH SearchSearch

•• WHWH ll bb analysis needsbb analysis needs

prediction forprediction for W+bW+b--jet yieldjet yield

•• Predicted rates from MCPredicted rates from MC
distrusteddistrusted forfor W+bW+b--jetsjets

•• Predictions for these eventsPredictions for these events
use data to set the overalluse data to set the overall
scale ofscale of WW+jets production+jets production

•• Ultimate prediction is froughtUltimate prediction is frought
with systematic errorwith systematic error

•• SmallSmall WHWH signalsignal obscuredobscured
by error on the backgroundby error on the background

•• We must be able to do better.We must be able to do better.

Question:
Can we measure W+b-jets and

improve these predictions?
Ultimately improve the models?

Predicted Event YieldsPredicted Event Yields

WLF
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W+bW+b--jets: Relevance for LHCjets: Relevance for LHC

•• UnderstandingUnderstanding W+bW+b--jets at thejets at the
Tevatron is important also for LHCTevatron is important also for LHC CMS 2002/006
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W+bW+b--jets: Relevance for LHCjets: Relevance for LHC

•• UnderstandingUnderstanding W+bW+b--jets at thejets at the
Tevatron is important also for LHCTevatron is important also for LHC

–– WHWH observation in 300/fb onlyobservation in 300/fb only
possible w/ precise backgroundpossible w/ precise background
modelingmodeling –– mostlymostly W+bW+b--jetsjets

–– Not a discovery mode!Not a discovery mode!

–– But this channel plays a vital roleBut this channel plays a vital role
in understanding a Higgsin understanding a Higgs
discovered through other avenuesdiscovered through other avenues

–– Lessons learned at the TevatronLessons learned at the Tevatron
can help build better models forcan help build better models for
ATLAS and CMSATLAS and CMS

CMS 2002/006
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W+bW+b--jets Cross Section Definitionjets Cross Section Definition

•• Seek to improve our understanding ofSeek to improve our understanding of W+bW+b--jet productionjet production
•• Design the analysis to focus on the sample that is most relevantDesign the analysis to focus on the sample that is most relevant for Higgs and singlefor Higgs and single

top searches:top searches:
–– Leptonically decayingLeptonically decaying WW
–– Exactly 1 or 2 total jetsExactly 1 or 2 total jets

•• Seek a result that is insulated from theory dependenceSeek a result that is insulated from theory dependence
–– MC events are used for shape and acceptance studiesMC events are used for shape and acceptance studies

nn Restrict phase space of considered events.  Require:Restrict phase space of considered events.  Require:
–– MCMC ee oror w/ pw/ pTT > 20, |> 20, | | < 1.1| < 1.1
–– MCMC w/ pw/ pTT > 25> 25
–– Exactly 1 or 2 EExactly 1 or 2 ETT > 20, |> 20, | | < 2.0 MC jets| < 2.0 MC jets

–– MeasureMeasure bb jetjet cross section rather than inclusivecross section rather than inclusive eventevent cross sectioncross section
nn Models have difficulty matching the definition ofModels have difficulty matching the definition of ““eventevent”” whenwhen

requiring precisely 1 or 2 jetsrequiring precisely 1 or 2 jets

•• Can calculate theCan calculate the bb jet cross section prediction under such conditions for one modejet cross section prediction under such conditions for one model:l:

ALPGEN: pb87.0)(BRjets)(jets-b =→×−+ νσ lWbW
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Tevatron PerformanceTevatron Performance

Integrated
Luminosity

•• TevatronTevatron integrated luminosityintegrated luminosity climbing higher and higherclimbing higher and higher
•• Integrated lum goal is to collect 5.5Integrated lum goal is to collect 5.5--6.5/fb through 20096.5/fb through 2009
•• Discussions underway about running through 2010Discussions underway about running through 2010 –– quite valuablequite valuable
•• Stable, reliable beams provided by FNALStable, reliable beams provided by FNAL’’s Accelerator Divisions Accelerator Division

allow us to get the most out of our experimentsallow us to get the most out of our experiments

Results here cover 1.9/fb of data.

εσ ⋅⋅⋅= ALintevtevtsN
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The CDF ExperimentThe CDF Experiment

•• Collider Detector at FermilabCollider Detector at Fermilab
ExperimentExperiment
–– A collaborative effortA collaborative effort
–– One of two collider physicsOne of two collider physics

experiments at the Tevatronexperiments at the Tevatron
•• CDF detector:CDF detector:

–– GeneralGeneral--purposepurpose
nn Can detect various decayCan detect various decay

productsproducts
nn Allows us to look for all sortsAllows us to look for all sorts

of phenomenaof phenomena
–– HandmadeHandmade

nn Cannot buy these things atCannot buy these things at
Radio Shack!Radio Shack!

CDF Collaboration:
635 physicists
63 institutions
15 countries
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The CDF DetectorThe CDF Detector
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The CDF DetectorThe CDF Detector

Central Outer
Tracker

SVX-II, ISL
and L00 Solenoid
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The CDF DetectorThe CDF Detector
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The CDF DetectorThe CDF Detector

Central Outer
Tracker

SVX-II, ISL
and L00 Solenoid

Hadronic and
electromagnetic
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SelectingSelecting W+bW+b--jets Eventsjets Events
•• Focus onFocus on leptonicleptonic WW decaysdecays,, WW ll ,, ll==e,e,

x

y

CDF end view
Transverse plane
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SelectingSelecting W+bW+b--jets Eventsjets Events
•• Focus onFocus on leptonicleptonic WW decaysdecays,, WW ll ,, ll==e,e,

•• Online event trigger:Online event trigger:
–– 18 GeV |18 GeV | | < 1.1 electron OR| < 1.1 electron OR
–– 18 GeV |18 GeV | | < 0.6 muon OR| < 0.6 muon OR
–– 18 GeV 0.6 < |18 GeV 0.6 < | | < 1.0 muon| < 1.0 muon
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SelectingSelecting W+bW+b--jets Eventsjets Events
•• Focus onFocus on leptonicleptonic WW decaysdecays,, WW ll ,, ll==e,e,

•• Online event trigger:Online event trigger:
–– 18 GeV |18 GeV | | < 1.1 electron OR| < 1.1 electron OR
–– 18 GeV |18 GeV | | < 0.6 muon OR| < 0.6 muon OR
–– 18 GeV 0.6 < |18 GeV 0.6 < | | < 1.0 muon| < 1.0 muon

•• WW selection:selection:
–– ppTT > 20 GeV/c isolated central lepton> 20 GeV/c isolated central lepton
–– Large missing energy: MET > 25 GeVLarge missing energy: MET > 25 GeV
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SelectingSelecting W+bW+b--jets Eventsjets Events
•• Focus onFocus on leptonicleptonic WW decaysdecays,, WW ll ,, ll==e,e,

•• Online event trigger:Online event trigger:
–– 18 GeV |18 GeV | | < 1.1 electron OR| < 1.1 electron OR
–– 18 GeV |18 GeV | | < 0.6 muon OR| < 0.6 muon OR
–– 18 GeV 0.6 < |18 GeV 0.6 < | | < 1.0 muon| < 1.0 muon

•• WW selection:selection:
–– ppTT > 20 GeV/c isolated central lepton> 20 GeV/c isolated central lepton
–– Large missing energy: MET > 25 GeVLarge missing energy: MET > 25 GeV

•• Jet selection:Jet selection:
–– Exactly 1 or 2Exactly 1 or 2 EETT > 20 GeV, |> 20 GeV, | | < 2.0 jets| < 2.0 jets
–– JetClu clustering with R=0.4 coneJetClu clustering with R=0.4 cone
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SelectingSelecting W+bW+b--jets Eventsjets Events
•• Focus onFocus on leptonicleptonic WW decaysdecays,, WW ll ,, ll==e,e,

•• Online event trigger:Online event trigger:
–– 18 GeV |18 GeV | | < 1.1 electron OR| < 1.1 electron OR
–– 18 GeV |18 GeV | | < 0.6 muon OR| < 0.6 muon OR
–– 18 GeV 0.6 < |18 GeV 0.6 < | | < 1.0 muon| < 1.0 muon

•• WW selection:selection:
–– ppTT > 20 GeV/c isolated central lepton> 20 GeV/c isolated central lepton
–– Large missing energy: MET > 25 GeVLarge missing energy: MET > 25 GeV

•• Jet selection:Jet selection:
–– Exactly 1 or 2Exactly 1 or 2 EETT > 20 GeV, |> 20 GeV, | | < 2.0 jets| < 2.0 jets
–– JetClu clustering with R=0.4JetClu clustering with R=0.4

•• Do not consider events from other processes:Do not consider events from other processes:
–– Veto events w/ 2 highVeto events w/ 2 high ppTT leptons to avoid ttbarleptons to avoid ttbar
–– Guard againstGuard against ZZ llll production where one lepton is not fully reconstructedproduction where one lepton is not fully reconstructed
–– Remove cosmic ray events, events with objects from different intRemove cosmic ray events, events with objects from different interactionseractions
–– Veto fakeVeto fake WW eventsevents
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Identification ofIdentification of bb JetsJets

•• What makesWhat makes bb--jets so special?jets so special?
–– Long lifetime of theLong lifetime of the bb
–– Large mass ofLarge mass of BB hadronshadrons
–– High momentum decay productsHigh momentum decay products

ofof BB hadronshadrons

•• Some special relativity:Some special relativity:
–– bb quark lifetime: ~1.5 psquark lifetime: ~1.5 ps
–– Typical speed ofTypical speed of BB hadron ishadron is

close to the speed of lightclose to the speed of light
–– Moving clocks run slowerMoving clocks run slower……
–– Distance traveled in lab frameDistance traveled in lab frame

before decaying:before decaying: ~2~2--3 mm3 mm

•• Exploit this feature:Exploit this feature:
–– Look within jets for displaced tracksLook within jets for displaced tracks
–– See if they intersect at a commonSee if they intersect at a common

pointpoint
–– Require the common point beRequire the common point be

significantly displaced from thesignificantly displaced from the
primary interaction pointprimary interaction point

Long-lifetime yields
secondary decay vertex

“b-tagging”

L
2d

Displaced
tracks

d0

Primary vertex,
aka p/pbar collision point

Prompt
tracks

Secondary
vertex

Meaning Typical Resolution
d 0 Track impact parameter 150um 40um
L 2d Vertex displacement 2-3mm 100um
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bb--taggingtagging:: bb’’s and Nons and Non--bb’’ss

Primary vertex

Secondary
vertex

Primary vertex

Tagging of real b jet

Spurious tagging of
light flavor jet:

“mistag”

Displaced
tracks

Prompt
tracks

Displaced
tracks

Prompt
tracks

Secondary
vertex

L2d > 0

L2d<0

Tag efficiency for b jets

Tag efficiency for LF jets
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Yield of Tagged JetsYield of Tagged Jets
The real thing: event recorded 10/2005
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jet

MET

My cartoon:
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Event has 2 tagged jets!
CDF out to 2cm

Selected Events (before tagging) 175712
Total Jets 199670

Tagged Jets 943

Yield in 1.9/fb of data:

Ultratight SECVTX
(UT) has low yield but

increased purity.
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Where do various pieces come from?Where do various pieces come from?

WW++bb--jets: Measurement Strategyjets: Measurement Strategy

ε
σ ν

⋅⋅

−
=×−+

+

+

→

bjetsbW

bWfit

jetsb
bjetsbjets

nn
BRjetsbW W

AL

not

)()( l

fit
bjetsn

bnotW
bjetsn +

bjetsbW +A

ε

- Discriminate b/c/LF in tagged sample using
vertex mass

- Determine contribution from background
tagged b jets and subtract from overall yield

- Calculate acceptance for W+b-jet events

- Measure tag efficiency for b jets in W+b-jet
production in MC and correct to match that of
data
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•• Tagged jets are not guaranteed toTagged jets are not guaranteed to
be just frombe just from bb’’ss
–– b, cb, c, or LF (u/d/s/g), or LF (u/d/s/g)

•• Discriminate the species of taggedDiscriminate the species of tagged
jets viajets via vertex mass,vertex mass, MMververtt::

–– Invariant mass of tracksInvariant mass of tracks
participating in found Ultratightparticipating in found Ultratight
secondary vertexsecondary vertex

–– Correlated to mass of decayingCorrelated to mass of decaying
hadron: Qualitatively,hadron: Qualitatively,

MMBB--hadronshadrons > M> MCC--hadronshadrons > M> MLFLF--hadronshadrons

soso
MMbb

vertvert > M> Mcc
vertvert > M> MLFLF

vertvert

Extracting Species Content of Tagged SampleExtracting Species Content of Tagged Sample

Vertex Mass Shapes
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•• Use MC events to build theUse MC events to build the
shape forshape for bb::

–– Weighted contributionsWeighted contributions
from mainfrom main bb sources tosources to
selected sampleselected sample
nn W+bW+b--jetsjets
nn ttbarttbar
nn Single topSingle top

–– Shapes for each process areShapes for each process are
similar: not sensitive tosimilar: not sensitive to
assumed weight of eachassumed weight of each

–– Insensitive to even largeInsensitive to even large
changes in top, single topchanges in top, single top
cross sectionscross sections

Species Content of Tagged Sample:Species Content of Tagged Sample: bb ShapeShape
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•• Shape for charmShape for charm: comes from significant: comes from significant cc sourcessources

Species Content of Tagged Sample:Species Content of Tagged Sample: cc ShapeShape
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•• Shape for LFShape for LF comes fromcomes from
tags of LFtags of LF--matched jetsmatched jets
in MCin MC

•• Several MC samplesSeveral MC samples
were studied, including:were studied, including:
–– W+jets MCW+jets MC
–– Dijet MC w/ at leastDijet MC w/ at least

one pT>50 jetone pT>50 jet

•• All shapes areAll shapes are
reasonably consistentreasonably consistent

•• Chose to use the dijetChose to use the dijet
MC shape for fitting andMC shape for fitting and
use high statisticsuse high statistics
alternative for setting aalternative for setting a
systematicsystematic

Species Content of Tagged Sample: LF ShapeSpecies Content of Tagged Sample: LF Shape
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•• Data is comprised of three speciesData is comprised of three species

•• Use binned Poisson maximum likelihood fitUse binned Poisson maximum likelihood fit
to extract contribution from each sourceto extract contribution from each source

•• Pseudoexperiment studiesPseudoexperiment studies showedshowed fit resultsfit results
were accurate and had relative fit error of ~5% onwere accurate and had relative fit error of ~5% on ffbb

Likelihood FitLikelihood Fit

b/c/LF = 70/15/15
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Species Content of Tagged Sample: Fit ResultsSpecies Content of Tagged Sample: Fit Results

•• Fit results in the CDF data!Fit results in the CDF data!

•• Fit claims ~71% of taggedFit claims ~71% of tagged
jets are fromjets are from bb..

•• Given the yield of 943Given the yield of 943
tagged jets that correspondstagged jets that corresponds
toto

)syst(4.60)stat(3.443.672 ±±=fit
bjetsn Where does this

systematic error
come from?
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Species Content of Tagged Sample: SystematicsSpecies Content of Tagged Sample: Systematics

•• SeekSeek calibration of shape forcalibration of shape for bb

•• Can construct aCan construct a pure sample ofpure sample of
Ultratight taggedUltratight tagged bb jets in datajets in data::

–– Trigger: 8 GeV muonTrigger: 8 GeV muon
–– Construct backConstruct back--toto--back dijet system:back dijet system:

nn Muon jet: UTMuon jet: UT--tagged,tagged, MMvertvert>1.7GeV>1.7GeV
nn Away jet: UTAway jet: UT--taggedtagged

–– Away jetAway jet bb purity > 99% in Pythiapurity > 99% in Pythia

•• Shape difference:Shape difference: aa ffbb/f/fbb = 8% effect= 8% effect

•• cc, LF shape systs have smaller effect, LF shape systs have smaller effect
onon ffbb

A
w

ay jetM
uo

n 
je

t
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Vertex Mass Fit Consistency CheckVertex Mass Fit Consistency Check

•• Check species fractions from fit in other variablesCheck species fractions from fit in other variables
•• Things look reasonable in these and other distributionsThings look reasonable in these and other distributions
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Where do various pieces come from?Where do various pieces come from?

WW++bb--jets: Measurement Strategyjets: Measurement Strategy

ε
σ ν

⋅⋅
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bjetsbW

bWfit

jetsb
bjetsbjets

nn
BRjetsbW W

AL

not

)()( l

bnotW
bjetsn +

bjetsbW +A

ε

-- DiscriminateDiscriminate b/cb/c/LF in tagged sample using/LF in tagged sample using
vertex massvertex mass

-- Determine contribution fromDetermine contribution from backgroundbackground
taggedtagged bb jets and subtract from overall yieldjets and subtract from overall yield

-- CalculateCalculate acceptanceacceptance forfor W+bW+b--jet eventsjet events

-- MeasureMeasure tag efficiencytag efficiency forfor bb jets injets in W+bW+b--jetjet
production in MC and correct to match that ofproduction in MC and correct to match that of
datadata

)syst(4.60)stat(3.44
3.672

±

±=fit
bjetsn
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Background Sources ofBackground Sources of bb JetsJets

•• Various processes contribute toVarious processes contribute to bb--tags intags in WW+1,2 jet sample+1,2 jet sample
•• Two categories treated here:Two categories treated here:

–– MCMC--driven (ttbar, single top, dibosons, others)driven (ttbar, single top, dibosons, others)
–– DataData--driven (Fakedriven (Fake WW))

•• MCMC--basedbased
backgrounds:backgrounds:

–– Use Pythia,Use Pythia,
MadEvent, ALPGENMadEvent, ALPGEN

–– Apply eventApply event
selection, getselection, get
efficiency,efficiency,

–– Use production crossUse production cross
section to estimatesection to estimate
yieldyield

•• TopTop--based processesbased processes
largest contributorslargest contributors

**
*
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Background Sources ofBackground Sources of bb Jets:Jets: bb Jets in FakeJets in Fake WW EventsEvents

•• What are fakeWhat are fake WW events?events?
–– Mostly QCD multijet production mimickingMostly QCD multijet production mimicking

isolated lepton w/ spurious missing energyisolated lepton w/ spurious missing energy
from mismeasured jetsfrom mismeasured jets

–– Tagged jets found elsewhere in the eventTagged jets found elsewhere in the event
–– Characterized by:Characterized by:

nn small METsmall MET
nn large MET errorlarge MET error
nn small W transverse masssmall W transverse mass

•• Strategy here:Strategy here:
–– Remove as much as possible from the startRemove as much as possible from the start
–– Model what remains using dataModel what remains using data

•• Model for fakeModel for fake WW:: ““antielectronsantielectrons””
–– Most fake electronsMost fake electrons just barelyjust barely satisfysatisfy

electron identificationelectron identification
–– Construct a sample of objects that nearlyConstruct a sample of objects that nearly

satisfy electron IDsatisfy electron ID -- marginal failuresmarginal failures

Recall, picture of  real W event:

Jet 1

Jet 2

e

Fake W Event:

Spurious MET
15 GeV

Jet 3: “e” w/ 25 GeV

Jet 1
True: 50 GeV

Meas’d: 65 GeV
Jet 2

25 GeV
Tagged
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Background Sources ofBackground Sources of bb Jets:Jets: bb Jets in FakeJets in Fake WW EventsEvents

•• With model in place can nowWith model in place can now
determine how many tagged jetsdetermine how many tagged jets
come from fakecome from fake WW

•• Procedure:Procedure:
1.1. Use METUse MET –– discriminatesdiscriminates

between real and fake W eventsbetween real and fake W events
2.2. Relax MET cut (for lever arm)Relax MET cut (for lever arm)
3.3. Fit entire data MET dist to shapesFit entire data MET dist to shapes

from top, single top,from top, single top, WW+jets, Fake+jets, Fake--WW
4.4. Return to MET>25 cut after fit andReturn to MET>25 cut after fit and

obtain Fakeobtain Fake--WW fractionfraction
5.5. Fit vertex mass of tagged jets to getFit vertex mass of tagged jets to get bb

fractionfraction
MET (GeV)

Data
Fake W

Real W

Tagged Data – electron trigger

From this fit, fake W
is responsible for

2.9% of tagged jets in
electron trigger data.

NB: Here antielectron shape used to model fake W’s
in the muon trigger sample as well.

Antimuons will be adopted in the future.
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Background Sources ofBackground Sources of bb Jets:Jets: bb Jets in FakeJets in Fake WW EventsEvents

•• Step 5 failsStep 5 fails –– insufficient stats ininsufficient stats in
antielectron sample with MET>25antielectron sample with MET>25

•• Step through different MET cuts,Step through different MET cuts,
examine behaviorexamine behavior

•• As one tightens the MET cutAs one tightens the MET cut
ffbb

QCDQCD increasesincreases

•• Reasonable choice:Reasonable choice: ffbb
FakeWFakeW = 0.8= 0.8 ±± 0.20.2

24.5 +24.5 +-- 8.48.415.1 +15.1 +-- 6.36.39.4 +9.4 +-- 3.73.7
Fake WFake W
tagged btagged b

Fit errors only

No MET cut MET > 10 MET > 17

30.6 +30.6 +-- 7.47.418.8 +18.8 +-- 6.36.311.8 +11.8 +-- 3.63.6

W + 1,2 jetW + 1,2 jetW + 2 jetW + 2 jetW + 1 jetW + 1 jet

Fake WFake W
tagstags
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Summary: Background Sources ofSummary: Background Sources of bb JetsJets

Predicted yields from allPredicted yields from all bb--jet backgrounds in 1.9/fb.jet backgrounds in 1.9/fb.
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Where do various pieces come from?Where do various pieces come from?

WW++bb--jets: Measurement Strategyjets: Measurement Strategy

ε
σ ν

⋅⋅

−
=×−+

+

+

→

bjetsbW

bWfit

jetsb
bjetsbjets

nn
BRjetsbW W

AL

not

)()( l

)syst(3.228.176 ±=+bnotW
bjetsn

bjetsbW +A

ε

-- DiscriminateDiscriminate b/cb/c/LF in tagged sample using/LF in tagged sample using
vertex massvertex mass

-- Determine contribution fromDetermine contribution from backgroundbackground
taggedtagged bb jets and subtract from overall yieldjets and subtract from overall yield

-- CalculateCalculate acceptanceacceptance forfor W+bW+b--jet eventsjet events

-- MeasureMeasure tag efficiencytag efficiency forfor bb jets injets in W+bW+b--jetjet
production in MC and correct to match that ofproduction in MC and correct to match that of
datadata

)syst(4.60)stat(3.44
3.672

±

±=fit
bjetsn
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Acceptance DefinitionAcceptance Definition

•• There are two effects the acceptance encodes:There are two effects the acceptance encodes:
–– SmearingSmearing provided by fragmentation effects, CDF detector, etcprovided by fragmentation effects, CDF detector, etc

MC events migrate in and out:MC events migrate in and out:
-- a true 25 GeV jet can be reconstructed at 18 GeVa true 25 GeV jet can be reconstructed at 18 GeV –– fail jet requirement!fail jet requirement!

-- a true 15 GeV jet can be reconstructed at 22 GeVa true 15 GeV jet can be reconstructed at 22 GeV –– pass!pass!

–– ReductionReduction in sample through selection cuts designed to isolate signalin sample through selection cuts designed to isolate signal
MC events only migrate out:MC events only migrate out:

-- eg, event vetoseg, event vetos

•• Denominator ofDenominator of A:A:
–– Number ofNumber of bb--jets in MC before detector simulation in events satisfyingjets in MC before detector simulation in events satisfying

the phase space restrictionsthe phase space restrictions
–– Jets without the detector?Jets without the detector?

sampleeventinjetsMC#
selectionallpassingeventsinjetstedreconstruc#

b
b

bjetsW =+
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MC JetsMC Jets

•• Jets without the calorimeter!Jets without the calorimeter!
–– SpartyJetSpartyJet: Software: Software

providesprovides jet clusteringjet clustering
on raw particleson raw particles

–– Some knowledge ofSome knowledge of
CDF geometryCDF geometry

–– Glimpse ofGlimpse of ““truthtruth”” jetsjets

•• Convention: excludeConvention: exclude WW
daughters but make jets outdaughters but make jets out
of everything elseof everything else

•• Natural mismatch wrtNatural mismatch wrt
measured jet Emeasured jet ETTss
–– effect largest foreffect largest for bb jetsjets

Measured b-jet energies are ~10% low on
average wrt “truth”.

Agreement better for LF, c jets.
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Acceptance ResultsAcceptance Results

•• Denominator of the acceptance is defined wrt these MC jetsDenominator of the acceptance is defined wrt these MC jets
•• Use ALPGEN MC to evaluate the acceptanceUse ALPGEN MC to evaluate the acceptance

–– Recall the phase space restrictions are attempt to insulate resuRecall the phase space restrictions are attempt to insulate resultlt
from theory dependencefrom theory dependence

•• Folded into this acceptance termFolded into this acceptance term
–– Efficiency for being in the luminous region of CDF |zEfficiency for being in the luminous region of CDF |z00| < 60 cm| < 60 cm
–– Trigger efficiencyTrigger efficiency
–– Lepton identification efficiencyLepton identification efficiency

•• Sources of systematic error on the acceptanceSources of systematic error on the acceptance
–– Jet Energy Corrections (3% effect onJet Energy Corrections (3% effect on AA))
–– Renormalization/factorization scale choice (3%)Renormalization/factorization scale choice (3%)
–– Parton distribution functions (2%)Parton distribution functions (2%)

)syst(017.0593.0 ±=+ bjetsbWA integrated over all three
trigger paths
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Where do various pieces come from?Where do various pieces come from?

WW++bb--jets: Measurement Strategyjets: Measurement Strategy

ε
σ ν

⋅⋅

−
=×−+

+

+

→

bjetsbW

bWfit

jetsb
bjetsbjets

nn
BRjetsbW W

AL

not

)()( l

)syst(3.228.176 ±=+bnotW
bjetsn

ε

-- DiscriminateDiscriminate b/cb/c/LF in tagged sample using/LF in tagged sample using
vertex massvertex mass

-- Determine contribution fromDetermine contribution from backgroundbackground
taggedtagged bb jets and subtract from overall yieldjets and subtract from overall yield

-- CalculateCalculate acceptanceacceptance forfor W+bW+b--jet eventsjet events

-- MeasureMeasure tag efficiencytag efficiency forfor bb jets injets in W+bW+b--jetjet
production in MC and correct to match that ofproduction in MC and correct to match that of
datadata

)syst(4.60)stat(3.44
3.672

±

±=fit
bjetsn

)syst(017.0593.0 ±=+ bjetsbWA
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Tag EfficiencyTag Efficiency

•• Measure tag efficiency for signalMeasure tag efficiency for signal bb--jets injets in
W+bW+b--jet simulated samplesjet simulated samples

•• Correct via known MCCorrect via known MC--toto--data scale factordata scale factor
–– Tracking simulation is generally moreTracking simulation is generally more

optimistic than realityoptimistic than reality

•• Measuring the tag efficiency in the dataMeasuring the tag efficiency in the data
–– Dijet events, enhance HF contentDijet events, enhance HF content
–– Require probe jet to have a semileptonicRequire probe jet to have a semileptonic

hadron decay (muon inside the cone)hadron decay (muon inside the cone)
–– MuonMuon’’s relative momentums relative momentum

discriminatesdiscriminates bb/non/non--bb
–– Fits forFits for bb fraction in tagged, untaggedfraction in tagged, untagged

samples allow one to extract efficiencysamples allow one to extract efficiency

A
w

ay jetM
uo

n 
je

t
Efficiency for tagging b jets in data

ALPGEN W+b-jet MC, after scaling:
Systematic driven
by ET dependence

b Jets
Non-b Jets

syst)(01.016.0 ±=ε
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Where do various pieces come from?Where do various pieces come from?

WW++bb--jets: Measurement Strategyjets: Measurement Strategy

ε
σ ν

⋅⋅

−
=×−+

+

+

→

bjetsbW

bWfit

jetsb
bjetsbjets

nn
BRjetsbW W

AL

not

)()( l

)syst(3.228.176 ±=+bnotW
bjetsn

)syst(01.016.0 ±=ε

-- DiscriminateDiscriminate b/cb/c/LF in tagged sample using/LF in tagged sample using
vertex massvertex mass

-- Determine contribution fromDetermine contribution from backgroundbackground
taggedtagged bb jets and subtract from overall yieldjets and subtract from overall yield

-- CalculateCalculate acceptanceacceptance forfor W+bW+b--jet eventsjet events

-- MeasureMeasure tag efficiencytag efficiency forfor bb jets injets in W+bW+b--jetjet
production in MC and correct to match that ofproduction in MC and correct to match that of
datadata

)syst(4.60)stat(3.44
3.672

±

±=fit
bjetsn

)syst(017.0593.0 ±=+ bjetsbWA
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OutlineOutline

•• MotivationMotivation
•• Measurement DefinitionMeasurement Definition
•• Experimental apparatusExperimental apparatus
•• Measurement strategyMeasurement strategy
•• ResultsResults
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WW++bb--jets Cross Section Resultjets Cross Section Result

Insert pieces here:

And finally:

This cross section is for b jets from W+b-jet
production in events with a high pT central
lepton, high pT neutrino and 1 or 2 total jets.

pb0.44(syst)stat)(25.074.2)(BRjets)(jets-b ±±=→×−+ νσ lWbW
CDF RunII Preliminary – 1.9/fb

ε
σ ν

⋅⋅

−
=×−+

+

+

→

bjetsbW

bWfit

jetsb
bjetsbjets

nn
BRjetsbW W

AL

not

)()( l

)syst(3.228.176 ±=+bnotW
bjetsn

)syst(01.016.0 ±=ε

)syst(4.60)stat(3.443.672 ±±=fit
bjetsn

)syst(017.0593.0 ±=+ bjetsbWA

Pieces:

11905 −= pbL
What about the luminosity?

averaged over three trigger paths
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Cross Check:Cross Check: WW evev andand WW vv Exclusive Results, 1700/pbExclusive Results, 1700/pb

pb5.05.2)( ±=⋅ →+ νσ eWBRjetsbW pb6.00.3)( ±=⋅ →+ µνσ WBRjetsbW

Results for electron and muon triggers are consistent.Results for electron and muon triggers are consistent.

CDF RunII Preliminary CDF RunII Preliminary
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DiscussionDiscussion

•• MeasuredMeasured bb--jet cross section injet cross section in W+bW+b--jets:jets: 2.742.74 ±± 0.25(stat)0.25(stat) ±± 0.44(syst) pb0.44(syst) pb
ALPGENALPGEN bb--jet cross section injet cross section in W+bW+b--jets:jets: 0.78 pb0.78 pb
–– Mismatch not unexpectedMismatch not unexpected
–– ALPGEN (tree level only) should underestimate cross section,ALPGEN (tree level only) should underestimate cross section,

potentially by a large amount if NLO contributions are largepotentially by a large amount if NLO contributions are large
nn Comparison with MCFM at NLO is in the queueComparison with MCFM at NLO is in the queue

•• CDF sees a mismatch inCDF sees a mismatch in
Z+bZ+b--jets as welljets as well
–– Pythia seems to do aPythia seems to do a

reasonable job at low ETreasonable job at low ET
§§ Pythia comparisonPythia comparison

in the queuein the queue
–– MCFM prediction similarMCFM prediction similar

to ALPGENto ALPGEN –– surprisingsurprising

Data
Pythia
ALPGEN
MCFM
MCFM
w/ corrections

x3.5 deficit in predictionx3.5 deficit in prediction
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What Is NextWhat Is Next

•• systsyst(( xBR)/(xBR)/( xBR) = 16%xBR) = 16%
–– Recall predictions forRecall predictions for

W+bW+b--jets had ~40% uncertaintyjets had ~40% uncertainty

–– Prediction relies on a fudgePrediction relies on a fudge
factor, Kfactor, KHFHF, that reconciles the, that reconciles the
HF content of W+jets in MC toHF content of W+jets in MC to
that of a data control samplethat of a data control sample
(eg., W+1 jet)(eg., W+1 jet)

–– KKHFHF is then used in theis then used in the
prediction for the sample usedprediction for the sample used
for the search (eg., W+2 jets)for the search (eg., W+2 jets)

KHF=1.4 ± 0.4

This result probes the exact same issues.
Minimally this result could contribute to a more precise value for KKHFHF..

More preferable would be to feed this result back to the MC deveMore preferable would be to feed this result back to the MC developers forlopers for
the purpose of improving the models.the purpose of improving the models.
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SummarySummary

•• W+bW+b--jet production is a formidable obstacle to measuring signaturesjet production is a formidable obstacle to measuring signatures
containingcontaining WW’’s ands and bb’’ss

•• In an effort to understand the process at a deeper level, we atIn an effort to understand the process at a deeper level, we at CDF haveCDF have
measured themeasured the bb jet cross section in events with ajet cross section in events with a WW boson in 1.9/fbboson in 1.9/fb

•• Find measured cross section to beFind measured cross section to be 2.742.74 ±± 0.25(stat)0.25(stat) ±± 0.44(syst) pb0.44(syst) pb

•• ALPGEN prediction for this process is x3.5 lower than measuremenALPGEN prediction for this process is x3.5 lower than measurement.t.

•• Current work is focused on:Current work is focused on:
–– Getting more information out of this measurementGetting more information out of this measurement
–– Using this result to improve the precision on theUsing this result to improve the precision on the W+bW+b--jet predictionsjet predictions

that are necessary for single top and Higgs searches.that are necessary for single top and Higgs searches.

•• Goal is to understand this process as best we can both from theoGoal is to understand this process as best we can both from theory andry and
experimental perspectivesexperimental perspectives –– we are on our waywe are on our way
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Backup SlidesBackup Slides
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Fermilab Accelerator ComplexFermilab Accelerator Complex

•• Series of stagedSeries of staged
accelerators, culminatesaccelerators, culminates
in main workhorse,in main workhorse, thethe
TevatronTevatron

•• Proton and antiprotonProton and antiproton
beamsbeams

•• Beam is actuallyBeam is actually
discrete packetsdiscrete packets
–– 396ns between396ns between

collisionscollisions
–– 7 MHz crossing rate7 MHz crossing rate
–– ~5E12 particles per~5E12 particles per

packetpacket

•• Beams collide withBeams collide with
energy 1.96 TeVenergy 1.96 TeV

•• LHC:LHC: protons only, 25ns,protons only, 25ns,
40MHz, 1E11 protons per40MHz, 1E11 protons per
packet, 14TeVpacket, 14TeV

AcceleratorAccelerator Highest EnergyHighest Energy

CockroftCockroft
WaltonWalton 750 keV750 keV

LinacLinac 400 MeV400 MeV

BoosterBooster 8 GeV8 GeV

Main injectorMain injector 150 GeV150 GeV

TEVATRONTEVATRON 980 GeV980 GeV

Source: FNAL Accelerator Division

RunI:    1992-1995
RunIIa: 2001-2005
RunIIb: 2005-pres
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Jet Cross Section DefinitionJet Cross Section Definition
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Veto of Events with FakeVeto of Events with Fake WW (aka NonW, aka QCD)(aka NonW, aka QCD)

•• MMTT ((WW) > 20 GeV) > 20 GeV
•• SSMETMET --0.05* M0.05* MTT ((WW) + 3.5) + 3.5
•• SSMETMET --7.6 + 3.2*7.6 + 3.2* ((ll,j1),j1)

•• MMTT ((WW) > 10 GeV) > 10 GeV
•• METMET --145 + 60*145 + 60* ((ll,j1),j1)

•• MMTT ((WW) > 10 GeV) > 10 GeV

C
E

M
C

M
U

P
C

M
X

1 Jet

•• MMTT ((WW) > 20 GeV) > 20 GeV
•• SSMETMET --0.05* M0.05* MTT ((WW) + 3.5) + 3.5
•• SSMETMET 2.52.5--3.125*3.125* ((METMET,j2),j2)

•• MMTT ((WW) > 10 GeV) > 10 GeV

2 Jet

•• MMTT ((WW) > 10 GeV) > 10 GeV

•• Seek to eliminate fakeSeek to eliminate fake WW eventsevents –– mostly QCD multijetsmostly QCD multijets –– hard to modelhard to model
•• Effective nonEffective non--WW removalremoval developed by Karlsruhe group for  1.5+/fb single topdeveloped by Karlsruhe group for  1.5+/fb single top

analysesanalyses
•• Exploits features of fakeExploits features of fake WW events:events:

–– Low transverse mass of spuriousLow transverse mass of spurious WW
–– MET from spuriousMET from spurious WW is less significantis less significant
–– Correlations between jets and leptons and METCorrelations between jets and leptons and MET

K
ee

p 
ev

en
t i

f…
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Secondary vertexSecondary vertex bb--tagging at CDFtagging at CDF
•• SECVTX algorithm:SECVTX algorithm: attempt toattempt to construct a secondaryconstruct a secondary

vertexvertex amongamong large impact parameter (large impact parameter (dd00)) trackstracks
using a twousing a two--pass schemepass scheme

–– Pass1:Pass1:
nn StartsStarts with construction ofwith construction of 22--tracktrack ““seedseed”” vertexvertex
nn AttachAttach all remaining tracks that are consistent withall remaining tracks that are consistent with

seed.seed.
nn Construct the multitrack vertex, iterativelyConstruct the multitrack vertex, iteratively pruningpruning

away the attached tracks if they spoil vertex fit.away the attached tracks if they spoil vertex fit.
nn Resulting candidate vertex required to have 3 orResulting candidate vertex required to have 3 or

more tracksmore tracks
–– Pass2:Pass2: tighter tracktighter track dd00 significance requirementsignificance requirement

nn Attempt toAttempt to vertex allvertex all these tracks to a commonthese tracks to a common
point.point.

nn RemoveRemove any track that spoils the vertex fit, reany track that spoils the vertex fit, re--
vertexing after each removal.vertexing after each removal.

nn Resulting candidate vertex required to have 2 orResulting candidate vertex required to have 2 or
more tracksmore tracks

–– ApplyApply vertex quality cutsvertex quality cuts
nn removal ofremoval of KKss,, verticesvertices
nn Removal of vertices in theRemoval of vertices in the material portion of CDFmaterial portion of CDF

(beampipe, silicon ladders)(beampipe, silicon ladders)
–– If the vertex survives, the jet isIf the vertex survives, the jet is ““taggedtagged”” if Sif SL2DL2D

>7.5>7.5
nn sign of transverse displacementsign of transverse displacement of secondaryof secondary

vertex wrt interaction point,vertex wrt interaction point, LLxyxy,, determinesdetermines
positive tagpositive tag oror negative tagnegative tag..

Displaced
tracks

d0

Primary vertex

Prompt
tracks

Secondary
vertex

Finding a secondary vertex:

L2d

Here – positive L2d tag.
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More onMore on bb andand cc TemplatesTemplates
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Likelihood MaximizationLikelihood Maximization
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More onMore on bb CalibrationCalibration
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Vertex Mass Fit Consistency CheckVertex Mass Fit Consistency Check
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MET comparisons for W12j ContributorsMET comparisons for W12j Contributors
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Background Sources ofBackground Sources of bb Jets: FakeJets: Fake WW EventsEvents
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Acceptance ResultsAcceptance Results

•• AAjetjet, A, Aselsel behavior different for elec, muon triggersbehavior different for elec, muon triggers –– from tight jet+lep countingfrom tight jet+lep counting
•• Ultratight tag efficiency stable across samples, triggersUltratight tag efficiency stable across samples, triggers
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Acceptance ResultsAcceptance Results
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Acceptance ResultsAcceptance Results
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Acceptance SystematicsAcceptance Systematics
•• Choice of scale, QChoice of scale, Q22::

–– Choice could affect jet EChoice could affect jet ETT andand
distributions, which impacts jetdistributions, which impacts jet
countingcounting

–– ALPGEN scale chosen via:ALPGEN scale chosen via:

(A x(A x )/(A x)/(A x ) = 3%) = 3%

•• Choice of PDF:Choice of PDF:
–– Evaluated in 700/pb analysis, smallEvaluated in 700/pb analysis, small

(A x(A x )/(A x)/(A x ) = 2%) = 2%

CMXsyst)(001.0017.0
CMUPsyst)(003.0031.0

CEMsyst)(005.0057.0

±=
±=

±=⋅+ tagbjetsbW εA
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Acceptance SystematicsAcceptance Systematics
•• Sources of systematic error onSources of systematic error on

–– Tag efficiencyTag efficiency
–– Jet Energy CorrectionsJet Energy Corrections
–– QQ22 (event level and per(event level and per--vertexvertex

level)level)
–– PDFsPDFs

•• We knowWe know tag efficiency systtag efficiency syst::
–– Comes from impreciseComes from imprecise

calibration of tag efficiency forcalibration of tag efficiency for
datadata bb jets, familiar to mostjets, familiar to most
fromfrom ““the scale factorthe scale factor””

(A x(A x )/(A x)/(A x ) = 6%) = 6%

•• Have quantified JES:Have quantified JES:
–– Look atLook at ±±11 variations on thevariations on the

L5 jet energy correctionL5 jet energy correction
(A x(A x )/(A x)/(A x ) = 3%) = 3%

tagbjetsbW ε⋅+A

JE
S uncertainty im

pact:
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The Search for the Higgs BosonThe Search for the Higgs Boson

•• Electroweak symmetry is broken in SMElectroweak symmetry is broken in SM
–– Imposition of mass to fundamental particlesImposition of mass to fundamental particles

•• EWSB in the Standard Model: Higgs MechanismEWSB in the Standard Model: Higgs Mechanism
–– Additional consequence: existence of Higgs bosonAdditional consequence: existence of Higgs boson
–– Not yet observedNot yet observed –– a missing piece of the puzzlea missing piece of the puzzle

•• Promising Tevatron production mode:Promising Tevatron production mode:
p pp p W*W* WW±± HH :     ~0.1:     ~0.1--0.2 pb0.2 pb

•• Higgs decays toHiggs decays to bb quarks if its mass is low:quarks if its mass is low:
HH b bb b

WH production
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Systematics SummarySystematics Summary


